Set up the calculations required to determine the value and beta of a put on Kraft with a strike price of $40 that expires on December 21, 2012 (140 days from today). Note that you only expect to hold the option until September 21, 2012 (49 days from today).

Information on Kraft’s stock and options:

Stock price: now = $39, expected on 9/21 = $35, expected on 12/21 = $37
Beta on Kraft stock = 0.29
Standard deviations of returns:
- Past year: Kraft’s assets = 35%; Kraft’s stock = 42%;
- Between now and September 21: Kraft’s assets = 37%; Kraft’s stock = 44%; call with $40 strike that expires on 9/21 = 63%; put with $40 strike that expires on 9/21 = 65%
- Between now and December 21: Kraft’s assets = 39%; Kraft’s stock = 48%; call with $40 strike that expires on 12/21 = 79%; put with $40 strike that expires on 12/21 = 83%
Returns on U.S. Treasury Bills (all less than 1%) expiring on: 8/9 = 0.020%; 9/20 = 0.051%;
10/18 = 0.071%; 11/23 = 0.096%; 12/20 = 0.101%